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Vice-Chancellor's frequent absences due to

Century U - biggest fund drive here ever

The Sewanee Purple3

BY JAMES THORNBURGH

IF YOU'VE BEEN wondering why our vice

chancellor is away so much this year and wha
an office is doing where the front door of Walsh

Elletf used to be, well, it's all a part of the big

gest fund-raising drive in the history of the univ

ersity, and is grandly titled The Century I

Fund.

The goal is $50,000,000 in gifts and pledges

from alumni, parents, and friends of the univer-

sity, and it is projected over a five year period.

The vice chancellor is, of course, out trying

to round up some of this vast quantity of mon-

ey, and the office in the front door of Walsh-

Ellett is that of Tom Watson, who is assistant to

the vice chancellor and provost. I talked with

him about the fund-raising, and he told me most

of what is in the preceding paragraph, He also

mentioned that it cannot be publicized (outside

the university} until we have 40 percent of it.

RIGHT NOW about 13 to 14 million has

been given or pledged, and payments are start-

ing to come in. But unless you are a freshman

and on the five-year plan, don't expect to bene-

fit from this money. The impact is not going to

be felt for a while. Most of it will go to endow-

ment, scholarships, and chairs for the faculty.

Says Tom Watson, "We are looking for long-

range benefits and financial security.'

He then sent me to Mr. William O. Whipple,

the vice president for development. Whipple
gave me a list, approved by the board of trust-

ees, of how the 50 million will be broken up.

Roughly, there is 25 million for endowment,
20 million for "sustaining academic programs,"

and the remaining five to improve facilities here

and at St. Andrew's-Sewanee. He said, "This is

vital to the future of the school, as less students

may want to go to school there would be shrink-

ing prospect pools for colleges. If only 750 stu-

dents are here instead of 1000, buildings and
faculty still have to be maintained."

SO THE CENTURY II FUND is a bold step

into the future, but where is the $100,000 for

the ultimate frisbee field?

CENTURY II FUNDS
SUMMARY OF NEEDS

I. THE PERPETUATION OF EXCELLENCE
THROUGH ENDOWMENT
Scholarships $5,245,000
Faculty Development/Curriculum Enrich-

ment $3,200,000
Professorships $14,050,000
Summer Music Center $250,000
Sewanee Review $250,000
Library Acquisitions $1 ,825,000
Student Services $350,000
Outing Program $b50,000
Dubose Lectureship $30,000

Living Adjustment for Faculty and

Staff $700,000

$25,750,000.00

$19,450,000.00

TO IMPROVE ACADEMIC FACILITIES
Elliott Hall $300,000
Hodgson Hall $600,000
Juhan Gymnasium $100,000
Gailor Dining Hall $100,000
St. Luke's Hall $600,000
Relocation of St. Luke's Library

$400,000
Married Students Housing $100,000
Quintard Dormitory $600,000

II. TO SUSTAIN AND ENHANCE ACADE-
MIC PROGRAMS

Annual Giving for Current Operations

$10,000,000
Campus Ministries $4,000,000
Expendable Scholarships and Financial

Aid $1,950,000
Student Loan Fund (Revolving)

$2,550,000
Career Counseling Program $250,000

$2,800,000.00

TO CONTINUE QUALITY SECOND-
ARY EDUCATION (St. Andrews-Se-
wanee School)

Academic Facilities $1 ,000,000
Annual Fund ...$1 ,000,000

$2,000,000.00

L $50,000,000.00

Dean Douglas Paschall (Photo by Doug Duerr)

New York Times'

college guide rips

Sewanee's Academics

8YPAULB0N0VICH

SEVERAL WEEKS AGO, one of the many
new guides designed to help high school seniors

who are looking for assistance in their attempt

to select a college was distributed in Sewanee.

In this guide, called The New York Times
Selective Guide to Colleges, Sewanee was rated

on its academics, social life, and quality of life,

receiving threes in all the categories. Students

were upset-was Sewanee's academic program

regarded as only average? The administration

was frustrated-what was the criteria for aca-

demic quality?

The Guide is, as the editors say, an essentially

"journalistic effort-based on the same kind of

reporting that goes into the creation every day
of the New York Times newspaper-that is de-

signed to help prospective freshmen and their

parents become more intelligent consumers."

Despite the acknowledgement of being one
of the 265 of the "best and most interesting"

four-year institutions in the country to merit

evaluation by the Guide, many persons at the

University have wished that the school had not
see page 16

Chattanooga's Erlanger takes over operations of Emerald-Hodgson

BY ANN CHAPLEAU

THE UNIVERSITY of the South has been
paying Southern Health Services to manage
Emerald Hodgson Hospital for the last two
years, but now plans for a long term lease with
Erlanger Health Services, Inc., of Chattanooga,
are in the process of being completed.

Those involved in the negotiations said they
believe this lease will be advantageous to all

parties concerned: Erlanger, Emerald Hodgson,
the University, and the patients of the hospital.

The proposal is financially attractive to Erlanger
and the hospital, they said, because of cost shar-

ing. For instance, the costs of the services of
consultants and other specialists can be reduced
by sharing. Share purchasing is also a financial

advantage.

Under the Erlanger lease. Emerald Hodgson
will be able to take advantage of the quantity
purchasing discounts that Erlanger gets, accord-
ing to George McGee, new administrator. It is

hoped that Erlanger will be able to supplement
some of the less developed areas of Hodgson's

because of its small size, he said. The University

benefits from this arrangement by not having to
be involved directly in the management of the

hospital. This freedom takes a load off the ad-

ministration, he continued, so that they can go
about their business of education rather than the
business of running a hospital. The patients of

Hodgson's will benefit in the increased availabil-

ity of specialists that Hodgson is not able to
have on a full-time basis, McGee said, and added

see page 16
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Party Weekend confusion hits campus - officials tell why
BY TRIPPE CHEEK

THOSE STUDENTS who look forward to

"party weekends" as a chance to. ..ahem...

relax and get their minds off studies may have
run into a rather confusing problem when try-

ing to figure out what to do about this semes-

ter's "Mid-Winter Party Weekend."
It seems that the Deans of Students' office

felt that the three-day event was to take place

two weeks ago, on the weekend of Feb. 13.

"As far as we are concerned," said Dean of

Men J.D. Seiters, "that's when it was."

But the majority of the student body has

determined, apparently, that this weekend,
Feb. 26, will initiate the various parties that

make up M id -Winter.

THE DIFFERENCE of opinion arose some-
time during last semester, when Dean Seiters was

This McCrady
resident partted a

little ouerenthusiasttc-

ally one night

last week.

(Photo by John &lhs)

Patterson, Ayres explain calendar decision

in meeting with SEC representatives

BY JENNIFER PLANT

"WE WANTED YOU to be the first to

know," Dean Brown Patterson and Vice Chan-

cellor Robert Ayres told a hurriedly called meet-

ing of the Student Executive Committee on

Thursday, Feb. 18. Ayres began by saying that

he fully endorsed a "recommendation made by

Patterson. While members of the committee

sat on the edges of their respective seats know-

ing this must have something to do with the

five-day week proposal, Patterson made some
preliminary comments and then handed out

the leaflet discovered that same morning by all

students and faculty of the University when
they visited the Student Post Office. The pro

posed five-day week had gone through.

"This wasn't a day I was looking forward

to," said Patterson, "but now I'm relieved

that it's over with." He proceded to read

through the "recommendation" and afterwards

asked for comment and input from those on

the SEC. Suprisingly, there was little comment.

Many members of the SEC had been well-

known for their vehement opposition to the

proposed five-day week. Yet only a few quest-

ions were asked concerning the procedure and

several persons pledged to support the decision.

There appeared to have been some confu-

sion as to just how the decision had been made.

One would gather from the leaflet that the de-

cision was made by the "Dean of the College of

Arts and Sciences, with the support of the Dean

of Students, and in association with the Provost

of the University." And, added Patterson, the

endorsement of the Vice-Chancellor. The final

step, he said, "was a recommendation from my
office."

WHEN ASKED HOW student opinion, esp-

ecially the dorm survey conducted by the Stu-

dent Assembly, affected the final decision, Pat-

terson said, "Student opinion counted for a

great deal in the sense that it was reported to

the committee, the faculty, the cabinet, and the

regents." He added, "It made faculty mem-
bers reexamine their reasoning."

And he continued, "The most important

contribution made by students was that it made
us look at the nature of the community and
raised questions about other problems at Se-

wanee." These problems, he said, include the

"availability- of faculty members- something
we need to explore more carefully, perhaps in a

revival of students visiting in faculty homes."

The question of Thursday night possibly be-

coming a "party night" was again raised at the

meeting. Ayres answered this question by say-

ing that, with student leadership, he felt this

problem could be alleviated or could be kept

from occurring. Patterson added that "there

will be definite things from my office. But we
want to encourage, nor demand."

Patterson emphasized the supposition that

see Patterson, page 5

on sabbatical, oblivious to schedule plans. "In

the past," he said Monday, "Mid-Winter Party

Weekend was always the study Saturday before

Ash Wednesday." That would have been Feb.

13. The problem witn this coming weekend as

the date of the festivities is that some people

feel, quite strongly, that it is not a good idea to

have a scheduled event of this sort during Lent,

especially at a church-related school.

Spring Party Weekend has always been easily

determined, according to Dean Seiters, because

there is only one Saturday study day in late

April, and that is always when it is. The Inter-

Fraternity Council and the Deans will get to-

gether before spring semester of next year to

straighten things out, said Seiters.

In a related matter, the rumors that Fall

Party Weekend and Alumni Homecoming are to

be separated next fall is true.

ACCORDING TO Dean Douglas Paschal,

overcrowding and the lack of accomodations are

the primary reasons for the change, which is

being worked out by Beeler Brush and the I FC.

Party Weekend has always been synonymous
with Homecoming in the fall, but problems have

arisen since alumni, about nine years ago, began
returning to campus at that time instead of

Commencement, which had been the traditional

time for visits and reunions. Now, with the in-

creased popularity of Sewanee as a site to visit

on Party Weekend, more people than the Moun-
tain has room for wish to come.

Of course, all the concerns about future

Party Weekends may become merely academic

with Sewanee's switch to the five-day, Monday
through Friday calendar. No one knows exactly

what is going to happen then-all weekends may
become miniature versions of Party Weekend, or

there may not be one at all.

Red Cross here

on Tuesday
THE RED CROSS blood drive returns to

the Mountain this coming Tuesday, March 2,

. when those wishing to donate may make their

contributions at Cravens Hall.

Red Cross workers will be at Cravens from

noon until 5:30 p.m.

The Purple is looking for

a new business manager.
The term begins in April

PARTY WEEKEND

BENT A BLUFF VIEW
COTTAGE—SEWANEE'
ESSIG 598-0855

University Market
"MUNCHIES ' KEG BEER AVAILABLE
•SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS

"DIETETIC FOODS 'CHECKS CASHED

Hub Hawkins says. "This is your store.

The more you shop hare, the more you save.

We are here for the students' needs.

If we don't neve it, we will get it for yout"

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
7 A.M. til 9 P.M.
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I'M GLAD that 1 am finally taking history, because

now I find myself able, occasionally, to make those

references in everyday speech that make the speaker

sound as if he knows whereof he speaks.

But I never was exactly sure about those old maxims

about history repeating itself and learning from past

Certain events have caused me to wonder lately.

AS AN EDITOR of the Purple, I have gained a posi-

tion on the Student Executive Committee, which is com-

prised mostly of the presidents of most of the student

organizations up here. The SEC does several things,

which need not be gone into here, but the one item of

our business which started me thinking was two 7:15

breakfast meetings we had last week--on Tuesday, with

the Board of Regents, and on Thursday, with the Vice-

Chancellor and Dean Brown Patterson.

The food was about the same as a Gailor breakfast,

although the heating trays it was served on buffet-style

kept things good and hot, and the place settings were

nice both times.

Tuesday, I was half-asleep and still a little awed about

getting to meet some of the men who help to guide Sew-

anee's intrepid path through the dark forest of modern-

day post-secondary education. A couple of the com-
mittee members had rather prepared speeches, and when
it got around to n

them to think of so

What I said wa;

lying philosophy

changes that we

should be looked a

a, I had only had the

nethingto say.

that I thought there \

nd that all the

:
in the light of that basic philosophy.

i couple of confused looks, mostly because I

didn't explain what I meant.

AFTER A WEEK or so of reflection, I have almost

decided that I was wrong. Any basic, academic-oriented

philosophy which might have at one time pervaded this

place has either been buried or high-tailed it back to

England. There are a few pockets left, mainly in a few

faculty members, and I think they are who I picked it

up from as a freshman.

Reality is starting to slap me in the face as a wise,

experienced sophomore. Too many students have that

old high-school attitude. ..the teacher is the enemy,
homework and papers are his weapons, and the only way
to fight back is to put academic affairs, which in an

ideal state are the main focus of a university, at the bot-

tom of any list of priorities.

Well, I knew that already. But what I am afraid of

now is that the same spirit is getting into the faculty.

A friend asked me why I didn't speak up at a meeting

on even more proposed curriculum changes last week.
old I

any good. What I told him was that I felt the five-day

week plan was motivated, on its basic level. urely by
selfish, non-academic reasons. Any academic points in

favor of the plan, however valid or invalid they may have

been, were simply pcoducts of a search to legit mize the

movement. Free weekends are free weekends, and that

is the entire issue.

OKAY ...having been off the track for a little while, I

want to tell you why I started wondering about that

concept of historical example last week. In France a few

centuries ago, one of the Kings Louis ( I think it was

XIV) figured out a really marvelous plan for controlling

those most pesky of his subjects, the nobles. The nobles

had the intelligence and the wherewithal to cause Louis

trouble on just about any point, and he needed to neut-

ralize them to solidify his control of the country.

What he did was attack their pride.. .but not by taking

it away. He stroked them under the chin as if they were

so many plump and glossy cats. He gave them incredible

priveleges -prive leges which were meaningless to the

actual operation of the government. They were so grate-

see 101, page 5
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a view of the woods

CARE PUT ON a great party last weekend. The
Mardi Gras festivities were well-attended, the bands
were both good, everyone seemed to be letting loose and
having a good time - this made easier by the mixers pro-

vided for those who wished to bring "spirits."

What? Mixers provided at a function spearheaded by
a group specifically begun because a need was felt to

provide alternative activities not associated with drink-
ing? Surprising? I was a little surprised myself.

One could argue that the CARE party centered not
on drinking but on the bands and on the'occasion itself--

Mardi Gras. bt then why did some of the posters spe-

cifically state: RfO P
As we all know, just about any party associated with

bands and festivities will also be associated with alcohol.

And one of CARE's specific goals, or so I had thought,
was to get away from the regular old "beer and band"

Of course, the title of the party was not associated

with drinking as is the case with the Tequilla Massacre
and the Purple Passion Party teferring to a specific

drink). Lt then again, the name of the bhamara is not
associated with drinking but with dressing in tropic cos-

tume and winning a trip to the bhamas. Yet, everyone
knows that grain punch will flow and a good many peo-

ple will feel the effects. The FIJI'S 50's party is associa-

ted with dressir

drinks, either beer xed drinks, will be served.

sgladFRANKLY, THE PARTY wasn't all bad. I

to see Cravens put to some use and perhaps that practice

will continue. And there sure were all kinds of people

there. A lot of people whom one wouldn't normally see

at the "open" fraternity parties mingled together with

regular fraternity party goers at the Mardi Gras party.

And the fact that the party was held outside of a frater-

nity house was also refreshing.

So this is not to say that the party was not a success

because it was. I just wonder if CARE is not drifting

away a bit from its original purpose - or has that

changed? Honestly, l.m not sure if I nor anyone else

could think of alternative activities not associated with

alcohol. I ean Mary Susan Cushman, on sabbatical this

semester, suggested to me recently that a square dance
might accomplish this purpose. Certainly if a lot of

people are busy dosey-doeing, they won't be able to

hold a drink in their hand as is generally the case when
dancing. Ut I'm not sure we children of the 70's and
BO's would go for such an activity.

So, this is just to ask: CARE, in what direction are

you headed?
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sewaneeana
UNDER TREMENDOUS political pressure and amid

confusion and misunderstanding, the University admini-

stration has decided to adopt a Monday through Friday

class week beginning next semester. We lament this ill-

advised action. However, the calendar change is only a

part of a larger and more dangerous trend away from the

Sewanee philosophy and tradition of close faculty-stu-

dent interaction. The schedule change serves to high-

light a sense of insularity which threatens to further po-

larize the faculty and the student body.

The ideal of a close relationship inside the University

is officially sanctioned in the Student Handbook. "It

has been a tradition for students to call on professors in

their homes at a mutually satisfactory time..."(p.55).

Unfortunately, this practice seems to head the growing

list of endangered Sewanee traditions. Recently, a Class

of 1972 graduate told his amazed audience about the

time Vice-Chancellor McCrady invited half a dozen stu-

dents to come to his home for dinner, on the spur of the

moment. Sadly, examples of such joyous impulsiveness

seem to be quite rare these days.

We, the community of this special place called Se-

wanee, must take steps to reverse this trend. Borrowing

from likeminded students and professors, we would like

to elaborate on the problem and suggest some remedies.

THE CORE OF the problem is that the teaching phil-

osophy of the University is being misconstrued, even ig-

nored by some prominent members of the community.

The school's statement of purpose calls for Sewanee to

be a "small college with a faculty of character and dis-

tinction maintaining close personal contact with a care-

fully selected group of students." We maintain that a

Sewanee professor's biggest professional commitment
should be to teaching. College-level instruction and

learning become special and advanced experiences only

through close interaction by teachers and students.

However, a new attitude has arisen in the faculty

which calls for extensive research as the most impor-

tant aspect of their careers. Truthfully, though, Se-

wanee could never become a good research institution

even if that were a desirable goal. We have neither the

background nor, the facilities to conduct top-rate re-

search. With the schedule changes, perhaps instructors

can attend more professional seminars and meetings,

but it is our opinion that such activities do very little

for the benefit of the students - and after all, is it

not the students to whom the University should dir-

ect its benefits? Every tuition-paying, hard-working
student will tell you that it is. And many will agree

that the Administration's new interest in professional

seminars is a misguided and unseemly attempt to imi-

tate other American universities.

To manv concerned students the siqns of the fac-

ulty's shift in priorities are already starkly visible.

Short office hours are a common practice. A number

of "older" professors have fallen into routines of

teaching, especially in lower level courses and other new-

er professors with less experience at Sewanee have much

less loyalty either to the institution or her ideals. More
cynical observers have suggested that many new teachers

are looking for general employment and not employ-
ment specifically at Sewanee, as evidenced by the fact

that there has been a 50% turnover in the faculty in the

last 15 years.

STUDENTS, however, must take some blame for

worsening relations with the faculty. There has been a

general apathy in the student body which can be blamed
partly on student ignorance of the situation and partly

on lack of interest. The concept of close internal inter-

action inside the University insularity has been by the

students, also, as social functions and outings remain

predominantly for the student participation only. The
practice of leaving school for weekend trips home does
not help the situation either.

Therefore, we believe that members of the Sewanee
community must find a renewed sense of purpose about
this school, its goals, and its beneficial traditions. Spec-

ifically, there are several thinqs teachers and students can

do to get Sewanee back on track. The faculty should be

aware that invitiaions extended to students are a wel-

come sign of a professor's interest in developing close

ties with the student body. We sincerely want these

invitations, but we cannot initiate them ourselves. As
for us, the collegians of Sewanee, we must encourage

our existing social organizations to expand the opportu-

nities for reasonable faculty-student social intercourse.

Moreover, the Order of Gownsmen should recommit it-

self to promoting scheduled faculty visitations. Most

importantly, we feel that for a unique and distinct Se-

wanee to survive, the Administration, faculty, and stu-

dent body of the University must rededicate themselves

to achieving the very best learning opportunities and

teaching through a better understandina of the special

orlda

the"Sewaneeana" will, on a regular basis,

philosophy, traditions, and personalities of Sewanee in

light of the numerous proposed changes that are pres-

ently coming to the fore.

101

from page 4

ful at being in at the very top level that they didn't cause

any trouble at all.

Now, t started wondering about the relevance of that

particular situation as I sat in on the Thursday SEC
meeting with the VC and the Dean. The Dean let us in

on the five-day week decision-he said we were the first

to know, before even the faculty-and asked for any

night have.

I WAS SURPRISED at what came next. People who
had been vehement opposers of the new calendar turned

around faster than Brooke Shields from an SAT exam.

They pledged their support of the new plan, and said

they thought it would work out fine. I did not. It's just

hard for me to reverse deep-seated opinions that quickly.

where
we stand

WE'RE ALWAYS receiving some type of strange mail
in our box at The Purple - everything from information
on cruises to Cissy BAker's campaign letters. So when ;

we discovered a book in our box - The New York Times
Selective Guide to Co/leges - it was with only mild sur-

Sewanee was included and we didn't come out too •

well. Sewanee, it says, "sits on a wooded campus.. .iso-

lated not only by geography but also by attitude." The
article goes on to say some more things and I'll have to ;

agree with Dean Paschall's assertion that whoever wrote ;

the article wasn't very familiar with Sewanee. '

It goes on to say that one student remarked that "a

student would have to absolutely ignore his courses to

flunk. "iftit the crowning fallacy would have to be this:

"Most late afternoons include sunset parties on one of

n's many bluffs." Most afternoons? Parties?

Although this article may not be entirely truthful, we
think that perhaps it provides impetus for us to step
back and take another look at the University and what
it stands for.

YES, SEWANEE RECEIVED an academic rating of
three - lower than Vanderbilt's four and equal to Fisk
and Auburn. It may be that there were some gross errors
in the article. But it may be that it's time to question
the seriousness of our academics and to make adjust-
ments if necessary. If, after doing so, we find that things
are at even par, then perhaps we need to question the
New York Times and their sources.

Patterson

from page 3

"because a consensus did not emerge, this has

been a difficult decision to make." The faculty

had voted 76 to 12 in favor to accept a proposal

for a five-day week and the SA survey results

indicated that 74.2 percent of students partici-

pating in the poll were opposed to the five-day

week.

Some of the highlights of the handouts are

as follows: "The calendar proposed by the Cur-

riculum and Academic Policy Committee offers

clear advantages over the calendar now in use."

Patterson continued, "The most important rea-

son for the change is that both students and fac-

ulty members are likely to have a better educa-
tional experience under the provisions of the

five day schedule."

Addressing the "suitcase college" problem, he
said, "If students do not want Sewanee to be a

"suitcase" college, they are the best ones to pre-

vent its becoming one." He gave his support to

a recommendation that "every effort should be
made to schedule cultural, athletic, and college-

wide social activities on the weekends."

AS FOR THE ARGUMENT cbncerning the

breaking of tradition, Patterson said, "...Tradi-

tion, if it is to be vital and a source of regenera-

tion, must itself change. Otherwise it is likely

to lead to static conformity." He added, "The
tradition which counts is that of devotion to the
academic task at hand, with the objective of de-

veloping our intellectual capacities, asthetic

appreciation, and moral and religious conscious-

ness."

So, next semester, registration will beqin

Dec. 24 with exams ending Dec. 21. Easter

semester, 1983, will begin Jan. 16 and final ex-

ams will end May 19. Spring break will be from
March 18 to March 28.

The waiting is over.
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rrewdMMi rebutted

r Edit

THIS LETTER is in response to the Feb. 11 "...On

the Right" editorial by Mr. Robert Crewdson. I was

immediately infuriated by the outrageous complaints he

was registering; time and contemplation opened my eyes

to the practical and viable solution: express the opinion

of those on financial aid who appreciate the efforts of

that office.

I suppose that Mr. Crewdson will merely dismiss my
opinion as a liberal one--and perhaps one not worth

listening to. His audacious fact that "not one student,

in fact, that I have talked to about this incident, except-

ing liberal ones, has failed to express his disappointment,

rather outrage, as this aspect of the matter" is nebulous

in credibility. Just what delineates liberal, Mr. Crewd-

son? Someone who does not support Reaganomics

tooth and nail to the last cut? Since your statement

quotes no figures, it may well be that every second per-

son you spoke with did not agree with you and was

therefore labeled liberal. I cannot accept the fact that

the students on financial aid here were not supportive of

our office's attempt. Perhaps I am being shortsighted,

but I fully condone the activities ofthe office.

THIS IS NOT i

state. The financi

students a chance

i issue of separation of church and

aid office was merely offering the

i do what is appropriate in a demo-

jr "constituents" in Washington do

potential disaster that these cuts could impose. Thirty

percent of the college work-study and 40 percent of

Guaranteed Student Loans would be axed. The result

would be disastrous: current students would not be

able to re-enter and the admissions standards would

alter. Admission officers would not be "selling" Sew-

anee to potential students, rather, they would offer

places only to those who could afford it. And what

then of higher education, Mr. Crewdson? Education for

the rich would flourish.

I do not consider the Financial Aid office action as

a "gross abuse of administrative power." It is for the

benefit of the University as a whole to protest these

THE ADMINISTRATION and Financial Aid office

did not force anyone to make the calls. Perhaps if Mr;

Crewdson had gone by after receiving the first notice

and explained his position he would not have received

the second "terse" note. They perhaps did not under-

stand his unwillingness and frankly, neither can I. I

cannot accept the charge that the Financial Aid office

is becoming a lobbying organization against, Reagan's

economic program. This is not a highly organized, well

financed, political machine. When the office sends

several students to the Capital, then cry "lobby." For

now, Mr. Crewdson, do not take the one attempt of this

office to voice legitimate concern for its students and

the University's future as a political "Trojan horse" you

can ride on to scream "anti-republican, anti-Reagan,

anti-freedom" aggrandizements.

hear our complaints, what good is the

ally, I am downright afraid of the far-reaching pos-

lities of the budget cuts. It is in the University's

•rest as a whole to be wary of the action in Washing-

I am not sure that Mr. Crewdson comprehends the

p„_ Georgia L. Herpel

THIS LETTER

issue of the Sewanee Purple entitled "...On the Right"
by Robert L. Crewdson. In this article, Mr. Crewdson
accuses the Financial Aid Office of the "abhorrent mis-

use of University funds" and of becoming "a full-fledged

lobbying organization against the President's economic
program." The reason for these accusations was a note
sent out by the Financial Aid Office to recipients of

financial aid asking them to come by the office and
place a call to the White House "for the purpose of

registering your concern to the President." The concern
to be registered was "relate(d) to federal budget cuts."

This action was to have taken place on ah. 27, the day
after President Reagan's State of the Union Address.

Since Mr. Crewdson did not take the time to find out
how the call was to have been related to the federal

budget cuts, I think he has unjustly accused the Finan-

cial Aid Office. After talking to Barbara Hall, Director
of Financial Aid, I found out that the purpose of the

phone calls to the White House was not to protest

Reagan's economic policy, but to raise support for the

appropriation to the financial aid budget of the monies
that remain after the budget cuts.

Next year Sewanee will lose approximately 50 per-

cent of its government funding for financial aid. this
means there is a possibility that many Sewanee students
now attending Sewanee will not be able to return next
year as approximately 70 percent of the student body
receive some type of financial aid. The Financial Aid
Office was merely trying to provide the student receiving

financial aid with a way to protect his/her interests by
making it possible to make themselves heard.

In this light, Mr. Crewdson, if you still do not agree

with the actions taken by the Financial Aid Office, and
if you agree that the monies for education should be so
diminished, I suggest you forgo application for financial

aid next year.
Jeni Ratliff
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Sewanee:
now and then

oY ARTHUR BEN AlMD ELIZABETH 1ST

<JHI ITY, HISTORIUGRAPHERS

l HOSE IViYSlERlOUK ll\MTlAU>, b.G.B.,

which through custom became an important
part of the University s tradition, do not, as

sometimes alleged, stand for "Equal Quanti-
ties of Beer. ' They are from the opening words
oT the l33rd Psaim: Ecce, Quam Bonum, which
translate as 'Behold, how good and joyful a

thing it is, for brethren to dwell together in

unity!" The Heverend Henry (J. Lay, later

8ishop of Arkansas and of baston in Mary-
land, chose the Latin words to ornament the

published proceedings of the first meeting of

the Board of Trustees at Lookout Mountain on
July 4, 1857. From that usage Ecce, Quam
Bonum found its way .into the University seal,

with clasped hands illustrating the message.

The brethren were at Lookout Mountain in

a unity which was essential to the success of

their venture. Singly most of the Southern dio-

ceses had attempted to establisn colleges, but
none ot these succeeded. Finally, in what was
one of the earliest regional efforts for cooper-
ation in higher education, they had come to-

gether to found an institution which in its aims
was beyond the resources of any single diocese.

THb OLDEST ORGANIZATION in Sew-
anee, other than the University itself, is the

fc.Q.B. Club, founded in March, 18/0, and
named at the suggestion of General Josiah Gor-

gas, soon to be the University's second Vice-

Chancellor. Organized in the parlor of Hebel's

Rest, the literary and socffil group was open to

male faculty members and residents ot Sewanee,
with 'genteel strangers" invited to the meetings.

"Sisters" were not admitted to meetings of the

"brethren' except to rare social occasions until

women became regular members of the faculty,

and non-faculty women were not admitted to

membership as late as the early 19/0's, though
now they are welcome.

I he E.U.B. Club has an unbroken existence

unrivaled by any other Sewanee group, being

more than a year older than the parish of St.

ft
JUDGE'S GUN SWOP

Video Games Now At:

HAPPY HOUR
THURSDAY4:00to7:00

MON., TUES., WED., and FRI.

-5:00 to 6:00

all day WED. - 25 cents off import beer

Sandwiches, soups, quiche, desserts 11:30am - 12pm

FRESH SHRIMP TUES: NIGHTS

Paui's-on-the-Mountain (Otey Memorial
Churcn's official name as an organization! and
nearly ten years older than the first fraternity,

Alpha lau Omega.
From the beginning, the E.Q.B. has met

every fortnight in the academic term, with a

'lead' -a formal paper -presented by a speaker.

I he rule that the speaker's topic not be his

professional area is no longer enforced, but gen-

erally the affairs of the University are still ex-

cluded. 'No longer is each speaker challenged

after his address by a member selected in ad-

vance to read and criticize the paper, but general

discussions follow each lead.

ThE FIRST k.EE I INGS were held in homes
of members, with elaborate refreshments, in-

ciuaing supper. The club from time to time has
had quarters of its own: over the Supply Store,

before a fire which destroyed the early minutes
of the club, in the house now occupied by Phi

Gamma Uelta, and finally in the modern stone

and glass structure next to Gailor Hall. That
building was made possible by an arrangement
with the College Entrance Examination Board,
whose Southern office was first at Sewanee.
The College Board occupied the space now
Known as the French House, while the faculty

ciub had its present quarters upstairs.

The first president of the E.Q.B. was Judge
John D. Phelan, prewar member of the Alabama
supreme court, who took paying guests into his

home, 'The Forks,' on the site of Elliott Hall.

The importance of the E.Q.b. is demonstrated
oy many references in early Sewanee biograph-

ies. General Gorgas himself, formidable in tne
classroom, was at the E.Q.B. "one of the most
companionable and lovable ot men. ' General
Edmund Kiroy-smith discussed the deficiencies

ot Confederate General Braxton Bragg at the

E.Q.B. John Mcurady and Bishop Cnaries Qum-

features!
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tard recorded meetings in tneir diaries, and Ur.
William Porcner Dudose attended tne E.Q.B.
during his first week on the Mountain. He
wrote to his wife: (At the E.U.B.) "I was very
forcibly struck anew with the composition of
the university. It was no ordinary set of men.
After the literary entertainment which lasted

until about 10 ox. (o'clock) came the
Fecitiae -an elegant supper which called out all

tne wit and humor ot tne company. This is

once every two weeks, and is kept up witn inter-

est and spirit.'

I HE ELtGAlMT SUPPERS no longer exist,

nor do the members, as a professor reported in

the 1b95 Cap and Gown, compete in telling

'the longest and oldest tale, in which competi-
tion they...(leave| Chaucer s Parson ana Man of
Law tar behind.'

THE
PERFECT
GRADUATE

EGG.

aMtbr
DEGREES.

Metaphorically speaking, the simple egg and the not-

so-simple Graduate School of Business at The
University of Alabama have much in common. At

Alabama, we can assure you that the daily portions of

mouth-watering graduate-level assignments served are

almost always "hard-boiled" and most definitely never

"over easy." You see, a mainstay of our success is the

success of our graduates. ..we feel that when it's time to

job interview, it is better to have egg "in your head"

than egg "on your face."

Master's in Business Administration (MBA), Master's

in various fields, and a Ph.D. degree program are

available. For more information about fall '82

admission and an application, send your name,

address, and degree interest to Director of Graduate

Programs, The University of Alabama. P.O. Box J,

University, Alabama 35486. An Alabama graduate

counselor will be on this campus soon. For an

appointment, contact your placement representative.

n
THE UNIVERSITY Of ALABAMA
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8/ EUGENIA WILLIAMS

had mixed emotions when I first

received the letter by SPO asking

me to write an article on what it

is like to be a minority at Sewanee.

I was insulted that I was asked such

a question, complimented that I was

asked to answer it, and confused a-

bout what I would say. Neverthe-

less, I seriously considered the matter and

after a discussion with my roommate which

lasted until the wee hours of the morning,

I notified the editor that I would do it.

First person: freshman

student explores role

of minorities at Sewanee

Eugenia Williams

As I set about the task of doing this I

questioned a few other minorities: Clevis

Headly, Betty. Arnold, Yuko Imai and
Serena Stacher, and I then concluded that my
article would be more interesting and effective

if there were two sides of the issue presented.

Now this is not as befuddling as it sounds, I

merely thought I would get some feedback from
the "majority" on what they felt like having
minorities at Sewanee and why there were and
should or should not be minorities at Sewanee.
Having been told that I could write two articles

if necessary, I decided that the first article

would be on the majority's opinion and the

second on the minority's.

This decided, I plunged into my job and
began asking my -question around campus. I

talked to a dean, some professors and, of course,
some "majority' students. However, slowly and
undeniably my original idea fell apart. The
problem? Basically every "majority" opinion
seemed to coincide with the minority opinion.
Now I was really in a pickle. What was I to do?
Almost every person I talked to, majority or
minority, had basically the same thing to say.

Well, this kind of bothered me, because I admit
I hadn't expected it. I was supposed to really

get some argumentative feedback and since I

wasn't, how would I write two articles saying
practically the same thing? Well after literally

tossing and turning in my bed all night until

4:30 the morning before the article was due,

God evidently heard my prayer and let loose

a brainstorm. I wouldn't write two articles on

the same thing, only one uniting the basic

responses I had received. It was at this point

that I jumped up a"nd proceeded to write this

"article'' that you are now reading.

SUPPOSE WE START with something

elementary: "What are minorities doing here

anyway?" Well, Dean W. Brown Patterson in-

formed me that Sewanee, "being an institution

founded on Christianity, has a mission to

Episcopalians in this region and all 'other

people', native American, Blacks, and all other

minorities who are a part of the population to

make its educational program available to all."

I talked to, that having a mixture of students

makes for a more stimulating environment at

Sewanee. -

Dr. Gilbert F. Gilchrist stressed that having

everyone with the same backgrounds and the

same ideas is dull and intellectually dead. "The
school has concrete benefits: it is more alive,

interesting, and this results in a greater degree
of intellectual, cultural, and social achievement
of maturity." As one student put it "it is very

unrealistic to pretend that the world is like

Sewanee."

"Everyone", Dr. A. Scott Bates told me, "is

not a 'preppy from the same background and
the same ideas and attitudes." Dr. Marvie E.

Goodstein said that having minorities at Sew-
anee adds a great deal to the classroom atmos-
phere, different perspectives surface and this

is valuable for the students in the majority
because they are exposed to other points of
view. "The minority students," Dr. Goodstein
went on to say, "can also benefit from the
diversification also because these (the majority
students) are the people they will have to deal

with the rest of their lives.

This is very true as I have learned for myself
as have students like William Eaves. He told me
that his experience of being at Sewanee with
even the few minority students that are here is

an interesting one for him. He said that he had
always been in an environment where the
majority was absolute.

I CAN RELATE to him because I was always
in the majority until now and this is a very inter-

esting experience for me also. This gross simil-

arity helps to illustrate our (the minority's)
point. We are basically just like the majority
students. We are here to learn in class as well as
out of class by dealing with the different people
we come in contact with.

We don't deny that there are problems that

we find at Sewanee which need to be addressed

if everyone concerned really desires that which .

he claims. These problems range from minor

but irritating problems like not being able to

buy make-up to match our skin tones to always

being asked "Why did you come to Sewanee"

to major ones dealing with the existence of one

and only one dominant culture.

We, like everyone else who make this claim,

would like to see more minorities at Sewanee,

and that is why we, the Deans, the professors,

and some of the students applaud Eric

Benjamin's work. I say SOME because there are

many people who have brought it to my atten-

tion that they do not know' why we need a

Director of Minority Affairs.

BENJAMINS job (I have to repeat that

which I was told by Dean Patterson as Benjamin
is out of town) is to assist the minority students

in making their transition into Sewanee because
of problems the student may have with this sit-

uation. Also his job is to recruit other minority
students who can benefit from all that Sewanee
has to offer.

While some students dislike and see no need
for a job like Benjamin's, undeniably the need
exists. "The admission office has let us down",
says Dr. Bates, "and there should be more min-
ority students at Sewanee today, much more
than there are '.

This article is written by Eugenia Williams, a

minority student and freshman at Sewanee. She
was asked to explore, from her viewpoint,

minority life at Sewanee. We have therefore all-

owed her style to develop freely as editing, we
thought, could possibly distract from her overall

thrust. As always, we welcome feedback from
our readers.

I ALSO LEARNED that there are other

minorities at Sewanee, of which I also get to be

a part: The PSS's-Public School Students.

These students like Beau Williams, Karen Diehl

and Irene Wainwright said that they went to

public high schools and thought it normal to

go to school with minorities. Also I talked to

some students who had gone to "Prep" schools,

like Angel Scheuerle, Dan Rather and Susan
Elston who felt that going to school with minor-

ities was just like going to school period.

I also received comments that I had been
hearing since last semester. "If there were not
such a voluntary effort on the minority students

part to segregate themsleves", Angel Scheurle
told me, "I wouldn't even notice them as minor-
ities."

Mike McDaniel said that going to school with
minorities didn't bother him but the minorities

continued on next page
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shouldn't segregate themselves so much. Many
other people made statements exactly like this

or very similiar to this.

THIS WAS the one comment that insulted

me most. It's like Clevis Headly put it: "Other

students can stand outside talking and no one

notices but if we stand in one group talking

people think that we must be planning a rev-

oultion or something."

I feel that because you are so aware of our

color- you create a lot of issues that don't exist.

If you really think about it, there are many
people, practically everyone, who sit at the same

tables during meals but because they are not as

pronounced as we are, no one notices.

However, as Betty Arnold pointed out, we, as

minorities, also create a lot of issues because we
are so aware of our colors. For instance, I'm

sure professors don't just ask us why we came to

Sewanee; surely every freshman is asked that

sooner or later. I hese issues arise beeause of

what Aristotle calls "accidental" qualtities.

According to Dr. Ernest Schmid, "Aristotle

draws a distinction between what something is

essentially and what it is accidentally. The

essence of something is what is what is really

and truly, most significantly, is. An accident is

something which certainly * characterizes a

thing, but doesn't make that thing to be what

it really is. Among accidents we put such things

as the color of one's hair, his height, and so on.

According to Aristotle and the tradition which

grows out of his philosophy, the essence of a

human being is his rationality. If we bring these

two concepts into the modern world we say that

to be a human being, to have dignity and to be

worthy of (to have a right to } respect, is to be,

again, rational. The color of one's eyes, one's

hair, and one's skin are non-essential features.

The essence is the same, no matter what the

height, weight, or color might be.

''To understand something, according to

Aristotle, is to recognize its distinctively

essential feature; to take, on the other hand, an

accidental characteristic as definitive or essential

is to misunderstand that thing. To take acci-

dents as being definitive of the world about us

is to create for ourselves an illusory, a fantasy

world. You've then, your choice: either under-

stand and love your world for what it really is,

or condemn yourself to living irr a bewildering

dream, a nightmare. In today's terms all this

comes down to grasping the fact that when we
talk about "minorities", we're on potentially

dangerous ground; we have to keep the essence,

the defining feature, of human beings clearly

in mind and that distinctive feature is ration-

ality, not height, weight, or color.

IN CONCLUSION it all boils down to the im-

mortal and profound words of Granger March-

man: "
I here's no difference in people; there-

fore I don't feel that there are any minority and

I don t know what it is like going to school with

any;' I feel that we as students-black, white,

red, yellow, Episcopalians, Baptist, Jews, Meth-
odists-everyone should work as Dean Patterson

put it, "to lay the foundation for a better

world," a world where "accidental" differences

no longer prevail, a world where we do not

judge each "oh the color of our skins but on
the content of our characters". (Martin Luther

King)

I am proud to say that I only received one
statement that was totally contrary to anything
anyone had ever said to me in my life. I must
say that I deeply respect this person because he
had the nerve to tell me how he really feels and
not tell me what he thought I wanted to hear.

This person said that the minority presence

at Sewanee is not good because there should not

be any intermingling of the races as this sit-

uation causes a depurification of the European

stock.

I will not comment on the validity of this

person's belief except to say that I am very

glad he has the audacity to admit his beliefs

because until a person will admit where he

stands, change can never occur.

I will also say that this is one thing I hope
our presence at Sewanee will address. I would
hope that people who share this belief will strive

with all of us minority and majority to dispel

all the ignorant preconceptions and break down
all the barriers so that we can finally get one

with the business of creating a better world.

A world where questions such as "What is it

like being a minority" or "What is it like going

to school with minorities" do not exist.

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQWQQQQVQQQQQQQQQQ

BY BECKY PHILLIPS

esdriptions of Sewanee
often include criticism

of.it for not being rep-

resentative of the "real

world"-- with some ju-

stification. However,

if it seems that way to

those of us who come
from this culture, how must it appear to those

from foreign ones?

To foreign students,

Sewanee's a very

different world

When queried about this matter, Frank Wor-

pitz, an exchange student from Frankfurt, Ger-

many, referred to a description of Sewanee

given to him by a former exchange student to

Sewanee. He understood Sewanee to be like an

island, separated by its uniqueness from the

world around it.

Cathrine Le, a student from Nantes, France,

first heard about Sewanee from a professor who
had visited here and was charmed by the archi-

tecture and atmosphere of the place. It was due

to his influence that she chose to come here.

David Laird, a freshman from Mexico City,

was also attracted by the uniqueness of Sew-

anee. He was first made aware of Sewanee
through its vivid description in a college listings

book. For Emmanuel Esquerra, who hails from

Bagio, capital of the Philippines, Sewanee was

presented in detail by his former headmaster

and two of his teachers, all Sewanee alumni.

Vi/HEN COMPARING SEVi/ANEE with their

colleges at home, the one aspect that particul-

arly stands out is the close relationship between

the faculty and students, combined with a sense

of community. For Yuko Imai, a student from

Japan, this is Sewanee's best asset. Previously

she attended a university in Tokyo which had

over 12,000 students and making contact with

professors was hard.

The academic atmosphere here is different

from what they had been accustomed to at

home. Cathrine describes her previous school

as being much "freer" than Sewanee. There,

class attendance was not enforced and doing

assignments was one's own responsibility. No
one kept after you, therefore you had to learn

on your own to do the work. This is not to

imply that it was easy, for at the end of the

class a rather lengthy, scholarly paper was due.

This paper was to prove that you knew the

subject. Frank also noted that "here one is

forced to study more" because of the way the

class work is structured. In Germany the learn-

ing is left up to the individual. Emmanuel
particularly likes the difference. He feels the

atmosphere here is much more conducive to

studying and enjoys the academic challenge.

THE SOCIAL AMBIENCE here is notably

different too. In both France and Germany

the school buildings are spread out all over

town, and the students usually do not live in a

dorm. Instead, they live at home and there-

fore there is no real "campus life." This some-

what limits the ability of students to meet

other students in social situations. In Germany

and- tn the Philippines fraternities do exist, how-

ever in the Philippines they are definitely more

politically than socially oriented.

The attitudes toward drinking are also differ-

ent here. Yuko noted that while students in

Japan do drink, it is not as much as here. David

reports that in Mexico drinking is common but

that it tends to supplement an activity instead of

being the activity. /Cathrine summed up her im-

pression on the matter by saying ,
"

I oo much of

a good thing is no longer a good thing."

IN GENERAL, the attitude of the foreign

students interviewed was a very positive one.

They all enjoy the relationship between the

faculty and students, the academic atmosphere,

the sense of community, the warmth of the

students and the "just something special" about

Sewanee.
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Female swimmers face new challenge

The Sewanee Purple

BY JOANNE RAULERSON

ONCE, THE WINNING or losing of an entire

meet depended on your times. Now, you com-

pete against men. Their strength in the shorter

distances produces times the worst of which are

your best. You cannot possibly win in those

events which you starred in during high school.

So, why spend two and a half hours a day in

a gruelling workout that has made football

players cry "uncle"? Because there is more to

swimming than winning. And there are other

obstacles to conquer than other people's times.

There are your own times to better, a team

to support, and the love of swimming. To be

truthful, there is also a chance of winning in

the longer distances where a woman's stamina

can catch up with a man's strength. For Sew-

anee's female swimmers, Jean Burrell, Barbara

Francis, Cathy Lawrence, Amy Neal, and An-

drea William, these reasons far outweigh the

sacrifices. Therefore, they have made the nec-

essary adjustments.

Swimming is a team sport. The coach places

the members of the team in those events that he

thinks the swimmer can gain points in. Cliff

Afton, Sewanee's new swim coach, attempts to

put his swimmers in events that they enjoy

most. But, obviously, the women will at some
time be placed in distance events due to their

ability in the area. All the female swimmers at

Sewanee discovered that they really enjoyed the

distance and now concentrate solely c i it.

THE LONG DISTANCES, they said, give

one time to relax and enjoy the swimminq.
Short distances are exciting because of the com-

petitive aspect. But when one cannot keep pace

with the competition, these events soon lose

their attraction. So, long distances are the Sew-

anee female swimmers' specialty. They admit it

is elating on those rare occasions when they

actually outswim a field of males.

Females on the Sewanee swim team have

made great progress. Burrell and Neal, two of

the first women to swim at Sewanee, said that

throughout the transition, the male part of the

team has been very supportive. At first, there

was a big brother attitude. The increase in the

number of women on the team has changed that

attitude to one of absolute equals. In fact,

Burrell is captain of the team this year.

A FEMALE SWIMMER at Sewanee has ad-

justments to make: placing becomes secondary

to betterment of times; self-improvement as

opposed to competition is the driving force for

workouts. But the rewards are great. If nothing

else, the Christmas training trip to Florida offers

the female team members a close range study on
male psychology {girl-watching, joke-telling,

etc.) that otherwise would have been missed.

And, too, there is a --chance to develop close

comradeship with fellow women swimmers.

Sewanee's female swimmers areUean Burrelly, Barb-

ara Francis, Cathy Lawrence, Amy Neal, and Andrea
Williams. (Photo by Morgan Bomar).

Playoff spots up for grabs in both men's leagues
BY JEFFSWANSON

WITH BUT A few games remaining in regular

season play, the battle for the two top seeds in

playoff activity is over; the Independents will

sit on top, and the KA's will have the number
two position. Both teams will receive a bye in

first round action. Where the tension is still

high and the competition still fierce is in the

fight for the last four spots; the PDT's, Faculty,

Iskra, ATO's, and BTP's.

The Independents took two tough victories

over the Phi's and Iskra to remain as the only

undefeated team. The KA's are the hottest team
around. After a sound thrashing at the hands of

the Independents, the KA's have gone on a ram-

page with eight consecutive victories. Included

in that streak was a four game run where they

defeated the ATO's, Faculty, Iskra, and the

PDT's. Richard Garbee threw in 34 of the KA's
46 points in their victory over the Phi's.

The PDT's have lost but two, and both losses

were heartbreakers. Iskra, after getting off to a

slow start, has come back into the thick of

things with some strong board work by Jim
Smith, and a tough bench, including Rusty Bed-

sole, who could be a starter on almost any team.

THERE ARE still some crucial games left in

both leagues, and the struggle for entrance rights

to post-season play should come down to the

wire. Prediction: look for the Indy's to take

the A and the Phi's to take the B League crown.

Valley Liquors - Cowan
Sewanee Students—Use Your 10% Discount

For The Best Deals Around

SPEC/ALS....Some More Than JO % Off

TURN LEFT BEFORE
RR TRACKS - WINCHESTER

the
sewanee
inn

FRI: 11:30-1:30

SAT: 8:00-9:30

11:30-1:30

5:00-9:00

SUN: 8:00-9:30

11:30-2:00

trie

CITY
CAFE
Dinner Mon.-Sat.

We Specialize

Fresh Vegetables
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Wrestlers return from regional meet

in Chicago; Garrett places second
BY STEVE HEARING

THE 1982 WRESTLING season culminated

this past weekend with the Southeastern Re-

gional Tournament. All of the team members

went tn the "regional."

Thp tournament was held at Concordia Col-

lege in Chicago, Illinois this year. Any indivi-

duals whn won the final match in thpir weight

Class advanced to the NCAA Division IM Nation-

al Tournament. Unfortunately, the highest

Dlace attained hy any Sewanee araDpler, was

second, turned in by Tim Garrett.

Garrett, who w^s the caDta'n of this year's

team, Inst to Matt Lagenbacher of Wabash Col-

lege, in the finals of the 142 lb. class. Wabash

College finished first amonq the teams, anH

Sewanee finished fifth in an nveraM field of

seven. Garrett was honored as the runner-up

in the ballotting for a wild card berth into the

National tournament.

OTHER SEWANEE WRESTLERS who
participated in the tournament were Tommy
I ennon, who finished third in his weight class

of 150 Ins, and Shep Bentley who finished

fourth in thp 190 lbs. wpight class. Lennon
was the only Sewanee grapnler who nlared in

the Mid-South tournament held earlier in the

season herp at Sewanee. He finished third

there, too.

Sewanee participated in onp other large

tournament this season supplementing their

dual meet schedule. The Southeastern In-

tercollegiate Wrestling Association's (SEIWA)

tournament in Chattanooga. The Univrs'ty

of Tennessee at Chattanooga Moccasins host-

ed the tournament Not too suppsinglv, thev

won it. In that outing, Sewanee finished fifth.

Garrett was the only individual who advanced

to the finals for Sewanee, however, he was

defeated hy Randell Wiler from UTC.

THE DUAL IviEET record this year was 4 wins

and nine losses. Coach Yogi Anderson cannot feel

too disappointed as none of the Sewanee

qraoplers arp graduating seniors. Also, the

team suffered only one injury. This was a

separated shoulder that Scott Ensor exper-

ienced early in the season. Thp rpst of the

team members are Art Hancock at 118,

Chris Smith at 126; Ken Barlow at 134, Jack

Nichols at 158; Tim Williams at 167; and Sam
Richardson at 177.

Lady Tigers finish

THE LADY TIGER'S basketball team fin-

ished their regular season schedule with a flour-

ish. Their final record is improved.

Covenant College came to Sewanee after de-

feating the Lady Tigers by a convincing margin

earlier in the year. The Tigers rallied to the oc-

casion however as they led most of the game.
Covenant tied the score with 28 seconds left

and Sewanee called time out. When play

resumed Sewanee worked the ball around until 8
seconds remained, then Jill Webb passed off to

Sophie Brawner who hit an 18 foot jump shot at

the buzzer. Suzi Friend starting in place of Ted-
dy Batchman who was ill had an excellent

game. She hit several crucial free throws late

in the second half.

TAKE THE WHOLEFAMILY
FOR A REAL TREAT-

MONTEAGLE, TN.

PHONE 615-924-2268

When the day is done, 1 like to come home
and blow my horn, smooth and cool.

And the easy taste of Bud®
seems to fit right in. ' ~

-^

Yeah, someday III make music

like Budweiser makes beer!

/^jjj*
'Budweiser® Courtesy of L and H Distributing

Tullahoina, Tenn.

For all your party needs contact:

Trey Bryant, SPO 192
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Tigers hottest NCAA Division III team in South?
BY CHARLES ELMORE

WHO IS THE HOTTEST Division III basket-

ball team in the South? A strong case can be

made for Sewanee's own Tigers, who have

won 10 of their last 12 games, including that

66-64 thriller over Centre Sunday afternoon,

which pushed their season mark to 14-8.

Without a doubt the Tigers are not the same
team that was 4-6 and floundering early in the

season: no, this team is peaking and there has

even been talk of an NCAA playoff berth.

Rose-Hulman will likely be the Collegiate

Athletic Conference champions, and that means
the Engineers will receive an automatic playoff

bid. Southwestern will probably finish in sec-

ond place in the CAC, but the SAMs have been

in a terrible slump lately. In contrast, third-

place Sewanee is on a hot streak and, in fact,

beat Southwestern in their most recent meeting.

But the bid Sewanee is vying for may go to a

team in another region altogether: politics have

a lot to do with it, according to Tiger skipper

Rick Jones.

"We're talking to other coaches and various

people about it right now," Jones said Monday
afternoon. "We like to think we have a good
chance to go. I think it's a tribute to our play-

ers that we've got a shot this late in the season

to be in the national playoffs. We've turned

the program around faster than I though we
could."

THE TEAM MEMBERS themselv i to

Salvage -Axici Pawn
Slipp

We Buy. Sell and Trade Public Square, Winchester

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES HOMECOOKED MEALS
BBQAN YTIME 5:30 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

llecause you're worth it

The Head-Quo iters

ientifie approach to haii

Blane Brooks pops
in a baseline jumper
during Sewanee's win
over Fisk University.

(Photo by Morgan
Bomar)

be optimistic also. "We definitely deserve to
go," said co-captain Tim Russell Sunday. "No-
body else in the South is as hot as we are now.
If we win our next two, I think we have a good
chance."

Tonight's game with Bryan College Uuhan
Gymnasium, 7:30) will be far from easy. Bryan,
an NAIA school from Dayton, Tennessee, gave
the Tigers all they could handle down there.
Sewanee trailed by as much as 14 points before
staging a successful comeback. A physical team,
Bryan has added two more big players to their
roster since the last time the teams faced each
other.

"They're an extremely talented ball club,"
Jones said. "We'll see a lot of zone, maybe a
little man-to-man from ther
play pressure basketball."

Russell, and Les Peters will all get the starting

nod as they close out four years of stellar per-

formances on the Mountain. Look for an in-

spired game from any and all of this foursome.

Friday night's season-ender at Illinois College

is also a "must game," according to Jones. Any
road game in the CAC is tough, and Illinois will

be out for revenge for a loss to the Tigers in late

January.

Especially during this time of the year, the

topic of post-season conference tournaments
often pops up. Understandably, Jones favors

the idea of using a post-season tournament in

the CAC, similar to the type recently adopted
by comparably conferences such as the Old

Dominion Athletic Conference in Virginia, to

determine the national playoff representative.

"I favor a tournament not only because it

would create money and sustain fan interest for

the entire year, but also because the team play-

ing the best bail at the end of the season would
go," Jones said.

OTHER COACHES, such as Southwestern's
Tom Hilgemar, are opposed to the idea. "Why
shouldn't the team that proves itself over the
whole season be the representative?" Hilgeman
asked. "Because teams tend to win at home in

this conference, the location of the tournament
could be critical. It seems like it wouldn't be
fair to keep a consistently excellent team out of
the playoffs because of a flukey tournament
loss."

Turnout for IM's

hurts basketball

BY SUSAN HINE

AS THE END of women's I.M. basketball

draws near, final results are difficult to pre-

dict. Due to postponements and rescheduling

conflicts the season will extend past the pro-

posed date of Saturday, February 27th. At
present, Gorgas has a slight lead over Benedict/

McCrady in the standings. The faculty team has

also made an especially strong showing in

basketball. Cleveland/Phillips/Hoffman and
Hunter/Johnson/Hodgson/Lang. Houses will

have the opportunity to redeem their rather

poor records with the extension of the season.

Participation has been relatively low, re-

; re going to

TONIGHT IS ALSO the final home game for
four seniors. Jim Sherman, Charlie Hunt, Tim

suiting in several forfeits which threaten to
undermine the success of the intramural pro-
gram as a whole. Apathy towards women's
I.M.'s is, observers say, a very destructive

thing. Those who are involved will attest to
the fun had by all at the games. Enthusiasm
is vital to a strong and stable intramural pro-
gram. Everyone is encouraged to become active
in intramurals and those who feel they have no
athletic inclination can always turn out to sup-
port their teams.

This spring will be filled with I.M. activities;

a tennis and racketball tournament is planned
as is a track meet. These sports are one-day events

that demand a minimal amount of time.

THEY ARE, however, equally important as

the major sports, because the results contribute
to the overal' team standings.
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Career Services
DEVELOPING SKILLS IN liberal arts study?

If you think all skills are inherited or developed

only by specific training, then take heart liberal

arts college students! Some 76 career-related

liberal arts skills are identified in an article by

the American Association For Higher Education

in their Bulletin. What then is a skill? Liberal

arts skills are defined as "transferable, functional

abilities that are required in many different

problem-solving and task-oriented situations.

I hey are performance abilities that can be ac-

quired through informal life experiences or for-

mal education and training. Although the spec-

ific subject matter of academic disciplines is

often a means for developing or refining liberal

arts skills, the application of these skills is not

dependent on the mystery of an academic

discipline. Liberal arts skills are interdisciplinary

abilities involving many areas of human develop-

ment (cognitive, affective, psychological and

moral development). You may wish to drop by

the Career Services Office to took over all 76

identifiable skills but here are the general cate-

gories into which they fall: Information man-

agement skills, Design and planning skills.

Research and investigation skills, Communica-
tion skills. Human relations and interpersonal

skills, Critical thinking skills. Management and

administration skills, and Valuing skills.

FOR PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS - Do come
by the Career Services Office and see the listings

of requirements for next fall now being received

from secondary schools. Headmasters are

writing and stating precisely the openings in

their schools so one of these may be just right

for you. Stay in touch as these are coming to
' us with some regularity.

SOMETHING FOR EVERY college student.

Following is a list of titles just received in the

Career Services Library (books may be looked

over to your hearts' content but not removed,

please):

1982 Internships - 16,000 on-the-job- train-

ing opportunities for all types of careers.

Summer Employment Directory of the

United States - Where the jobs are and how to

get them. {Special Bonus: summer jobs at the

1982 World's Fair).

Overseas Summer Jobs - Where the jobs are

and how to get them.

Summer Jobs - Britain 1 982
Directory of Financial Aid for American

Undergraduates Interested in Overseas Study

and I ravel 1981-82.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS, are still in prospect.

For information on counsellors needed for this

summer call Dr. Hugh Caldwell at home or see

"Appy" Apperson, junior student. Other exten-

sive listings are available in the Career Services

Office.

Calendar of Events

March 3 Resume Workshop
March 9 Exchange Bank and Trust Co. of

Tampa, Interviews

March 10 TransAmerica Occidental Life

Insurance Co., Nashville, Interviews

March 16 University of Alabama, School of

Business

April 28/29 U.S. Navy

Freshmen and Sophomores: Please note

remaining Departmental Presentations on the

Choice of a Major previously sent to you and

watch for signs on campus as reminders.

SOC UPDATE
T^HESE ITEMS are on the pre-Spring Break

agenda for the Sewanee Outing Club:—Wet Cave, Sat., Feb. 27, is just that!

We'll leave after lunch, and return at dinnertime.— Hiwassee River hike (and raft if the wea-
ther cooperates] Wed., March 3, leaving at 8 a.m.—The Novice Whitewater Races, Sat. and
Sun. March 6 and 7, will have many Sewanee
participants. Come watch your friends or have
them watch you.

—RACHEL STEELE, lawyer on the Ocoee
River litigation, will speak in Convocation Hall

March 10, Wednesday, at 7:30 p.m. She is an
associate with Farris, Warfield, and Kanaday of

Nashville.—The University Pool remains open to
everyone for kayak training, from 12:15 to 1:30
p.m. on weekdays, as well as 7—9 p.m. Wednes-
day and Sunday evenings until Spring Break.

Check the Bishop's Common desk for more
information and to sign up, or contact Carrie

Ashton.

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
Why not take the opportunity to study in London?

Social Work, Sociology, Social Psychology a

Admissi
Application blai

<S Dip oc

a whethe

.S.E., Houghton Stre

WC2A 2AE, England
r or postgradual

POTTERY STAINED GLASS
CANDLES PLANTS TOYS

seconds and close-outs

Blouses $10-$18

Bedspreads $10

INDIAN CLOTHING ROOM

GOURMET KITCHEN UTENSILS NEEDLEWORK
UNIVERSITY AVE.

(Across From Bank)

University of the South SEAL FOR NEEDLEPOINT
Open Monday Through Saturday 11-5 p.m.

phone 598-0334

Located In The
Hillbilly Village- Monteagle

ML il HOiM ©IF 1IK1I

*AII Students Receive
lO %OR MORE Discount

*Check With Us First

For All Your PartyNeeds

*We Welcome All Students

HOURS:
MON. -SAT.

8 AM- 11 F>M

Owned and Operated by: Bill Lockhart and Ted Ladd
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Guide . .

™^"""^"^"™^—" from page two

been included because of the seemingly inaccur-

ate presentation and representation of the

school.

IN ITS INTRODUCTION, it says, "The

Guide is, as the title declares, selective. ..This

guide is also subjective. It makes judgements

about the strengths and weaknesses of each in-

stitution. ..The assumption is that each of the

colleges in the guide is the right place for some

students, and that no institution is right for

every student. Like finding the right husband or

wife, college admissions is a matching process.

You know your own interests and needs; the

guide will tell you something about those that

each college seems to serve best."

Perhaps the face that has created the most

disappointment and frustration not only in the

administration but among the students and fac-

ulty is Sewanee's academic rating, as evaluated

by this guide; Sewanee was rated a three. In and

by itself, this did not stir anxieties. However,

when it was noticed that Vanderbilt University

and Davidson College received a four, and Fisk

University received a three, students, faculty,

and administration were bewildered.

"The whole star system of rating-that is, not

only in this case, but in all cases, is ridiculous,"

said Douglas Paschall, associate dean of the Col-

lege. "It is bound to be misleading because you

inevitably end up comparing apples and

oranges."

"That can't be true," said junior Gentry Bar

den. "How can they rate our academics below

Vandy's?"

The Guide states the answer in their intro-

duction, as many people declare as a justifica-

tion for the "inaccurate" academic rating;

"Special efforts were made to include a good

selection of two types of institutions that seem

to be enjoying special popularity at the present:

ST1l*K>» applications

accepted until April 3

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being accepted

until April 3 for students wishing to apply for

work under the STIPEND program.

The STIPEND program was established last

spring in the Political Science department after

a foundation had been created for students who

are seeking jobs relating to public affairs for the

summer. The student must submit an applica-

tion describing the job in which he plans to

work. Prospective employers are asked to send

the Political Science department a statement

verifying an opening for the student. Students

do not have to be Political Science majors.

STUDENTS WORKING in this summer pro-

gram are paid S500 a month. Describing the

STIPEND program as an opportunity for per-

sons who seek experience in a field relating to

public affairs as opposed to a chance to "make

a considerable amount of money," Dr. Robert

Keele, Political Science professor, urges anyone

interested or with further questions about the

program to contact him or Dr. Gilbert Gilchrist.

engineering schools and those with an evangel

ical or other religious emphasis."

"It seems understandable," said sophomore

Calvin Blount, "that Vandy, whose college of

engineering is ranked 29th in the nation, was
rated above Sewanee, which is noted for being a

college of liberal arts and science, in these

terms."

DEAN PASCHALL POINTED to several stat-

istical errors in the article itself. Starting from

the beginning of the article, he began his criti-

cism of factual errors.

"When the article says that the University is

'financed by 25 Episcopal dioceses,' it is incor-

rect," said Latham Davis, director of public re-

lations. "Church-related support from parishes

and dioceses is less than two percent of the oper-

ational budget for the University."

Davis observed from experience that, if he

were to write a complaint to the editors of the

Guide, it would be a waste of time and paper.

He said, however, if he did write soon, it would

be to inform the editors of the factual errors in

the article itself. He observed that there were

some accurate descriptions in the article

'"THE ACADEMIC QUALITY of Sewanee

was distinctly played down," Paschall added,

"Also, the criteria for academic quality as asses-

sed by the Guide is not clear."

Paschall noted that more than 95 percent of

the students applying to law schools from Sew-

anee in the last five years have been accepted,

and more than 86 percent of those applying to

medical schools in the last five years have been

accepted.

Chattanooga . . .

from page two

that the hospital will continue to operate for the

best efficiency and service.

EiviERALD HODGSON is the first of Erlang-

er's satellite hospitals. Since Erlanger is one of

the only two publicly owned hospitals left in

Chattanooga, they are hoping this satellite pro-

gram will aid in competition with the privately

owned profit hospitals as well as to help the,

smaller hospitals like Emerald Hodgson to sur-

vive. Because Erlanger is a non-profit hospital,

any profit goes back into the hospital system

rather than in the hands of individual stock-

holders as in the case of privately owned hos-

pitals.

Freshman student ripped off - in more ways than one

BY TRIPPE CHEEK

WHEN MARTIN GABLE first looked in the

Cannon Hall parking tot and realized his truck

was missing, he was not terribly worried.

The 18-year-old freshman from Chamblee,

Ga., figured that either a friend he had let bor-

row it wasn't back from a date, or that, per-

haps, a fraternity brother had hidden it as a

prank.

But when he got back to his room, Martin

found both sets of keys on his desk- and the

truck still wasn't back. Feb. 16 passed into

Feb. 17, and a quick tour of the Domain show-

ed no black 1970 Ford.

It was gone... hotwired and stolen.

THINGS APPEARED to be going the right

way again that following evening, Wednesday,
a study day. The Sewanee police and the Mont-

eagle police had had no luck in their searches,

but Martin was alerted by officials in Jasper

{down the mountain toward Chattanooga, just

this side of Lake Nickajack) that the truck had
been found on property owned by a coal com-
pany on Tracy Mountain. The ripoff, however,
was just beginning.

Martin arrived in Jasper on Saturday with a

pocket full of money- and he left with none of

it. To get back his rightful property, taken from
him by persons unknown, he had to put out

$350.

What happened was this: some people from

the coal company, the owners of the land, had

found the truck some 300 yards deep in the

woods, mired up in mud. When they told po-

lice in Jasper about it, the latter notified a

wrecker service, which drove to the site and

pulled Martin's truck out of the woods and into

town. That seems nice enough, but they never

bothered to find out whose truck it was and ask

for permission to move it, or even what it was
doing there, although they seemed to assume,

correctly, that it was stolen.

SO ALTHOUGH he was lucky enough to

have at least one friend at Sewanee with a four-

wheel drive truck big enough to do the job of

towing, Martin was out the money, There was
nothing he could do.

But the tow job was not all the friendly folks

to our east, eager to help, did for the freshman.

They replaced his fuel cap and fuel filler, his ig

nition lock, and put in a 36-month battery. The

battery alone added $50 to his bill. The .ast i-

tem on the receipt he received was this: "wash
$5."

Considerably poorer, Martin set out to bring

his truck back to Cannon Hall, with the friend

who took him to pick it up following. Halfwa\

up the mountain, that $5 worth of gas he wat,

charged for expended its last bit of power-pro

ducing life. The pair made the long trip up tht

rest of the mountain, got gas in a one-gallon can,

went down and back up again. No luck. Think-

ing that, perhaps there still was not enough gas,

they repeated the circuit. This time, the truck

would hot even crank.

That brand new three year battery had lasted

all of three hours.

iviARTIN'S WALLET, it seems, was not

to get any rest on that Saturday, as the rest of

the campus prepared for the "Mardi Gras" fes-

fivities. He had to put out another SbO for a

tow truck to pull his Ford back to Sewanee,
where it still wont work.

Now, Martin's broke, the anonymous thieves

are down the Mountain for free, and various

people between are S400 richer. Somehow, it

doesn't seem fair.


